
 

Adding some nurture to the nature of hard work 

Taranaki farmer Bill Gribble believes work ethic and willingness to put in the hard yards is similar to a cow’s BW 

– it is part of your DNA. However, he also appreciates the nature-nurture balance that sits with that, and to get 

the best out of every worker requires some “nurture” factors, namely respect and communication.  

Combine them with a hard working individual and the potential is there to develop a good staff member into 

someone who will be a great contributor to the industry as a whole. 

Bill need look no further than his present manager on the 123 ha 370 cow property he and wife Gail own near 

Eltham.  

Thomas Higgins, a first time entrant, has just been awarded the Taranaki Farm Manager of the Year award in 

the annual Dairy Industry Awards. It has brought as much pride to Bill as it has to Thomas in picking up the 

prize. 

However, Thomas is only one of a line of successful managers Bill has had on the property since stepping back 

from day-to-day operations. The lineage includes staff who have gone on to own their own dairy farm with 

family, to share milking operations, or, in one case, to oversee an 1800 cow farm in the South Island. 

 “I guess the obvious way to gauge someone’s ‘BW’ is to have a pretty good look at their background, their 

family and where they are from.  

If you see a family that has been successful and hardworking, you know the person you are considering already 

has some of the tools you need instilled within them, regardless of what it is they have chosen to do.” 

A keen soccer player himself, Bill also looks at potential staff members’ community and sports involvement. He 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bill and Gail Gribble 

 

Role:   Farm Owners 

Passionate about:    Developing managers, staff’s overall well-being and happiness, ensuring good 
communication for staff to learn and grow. 

Location:  Eltham, Taranaki 

Farm Information 

Farm size:   123 ha   

Herd numbers & breeds: 240 Jersey plus 130 Kiwi Cross 

Feed system:   All grass with 80 kg molasses 

Dairy shed:   30 aside herringbone 

Staff Information 

Full time:   2 - a contract milker and a junior 

 



 

Developing diplomacy and patience are skills that are sometimes hard to master when young, but will prove 

invaluable for any young manager with plans to farm on a larger scale with many staff beneath them. 

Bill is also conscious of the stress the younger staff can experience from being socially isolated and having to 

look after themselves on the farm. 

“There is a level of personal responsibility you have to take for the well-being of these young guys. I will ask 

Hamish what’s he having for dinner and how is he going to cook it, and he’ll have the occasional meal with us 

too. You have to know they are looking after themselves.” 

The challenge on a smaller farm like Bill’s is to keep the younger farm assistant engaged and developing 

more skills within their role.  

 

What can I do? 

Here are some things you 

can do if you want to 

develop and keep good 

staff: 

When recruiting staff, 

think wider than just if 

they can do the tasks. 

Ask them about their 

background, their family 

and their community 

involvement. This will 

tell you a lot about their 

attitude. 

Look after staff well-

being. If young 

employees are stressed 

in their new environment 

living away from home, 

their work will suffer too. 

Delegation done right 

will reap the rewards of 

competent, loyal and 

highly motivated staff. 

Be clear when 

delegating 

responsibilities and keep 

up-to-date on progress 

through regular 

meetings where you 

encourage questions 

and open 

communication. 

 

has employed three local boys over the years who he saw playing soccer 

as they grew up, and their performance on the field has given him an 

insight into their potential on the farm. 

“You can tell, if they get knocked down, how they take it. Do they get back 

up with a smile and some determination to stay out there? The rough and 

tumble is a pretty good indicator.” 

He takes that a step further when interviewing potential staff. 

“You know when a young 16 year old arrives, he’s going to be nervous, so 

we head out for a walk around the farm, and you can gauge a lot just from 

that. I might leave a gate open and see if they shut it instinctively, or walk 

past it. It gives you a good insight into how focussed they may be.”  

He picked up the idea from a Reader’s Digest article where a builder 

employing new staff would give them a handful of nails when they turned 

up for an interview. 

“He always knew the guys who turned all the nails with heads up and 

ready to use were going to be the ones he wanted.” 

Bill’s property brings a challenging dynamic to managing staff, with an 

older manager in place with Thomas, and a younger farm assistant, 

Hamish Gordon, working with him. While employed by Bill, one of 

Thomas’s responsibilities is managing Hamish’s day-to-day work load. 

Rather than complicate the dynamics of the relationship, Bill gives 

Thomas a broad management role and ability to guide Hamish, with 

minimal input from Bill. 

“I prefer not to micromanage and to step back. We have regular meetings 

each Monday after breakfast that all attend, and that is the place to air any 

problems as well as to discuss what we have planned for the week.” He 

encourages his managers to learn the art of patience when dealing with 

issues involving their junior staff. 

“I tell them they are better to step back, think about the problem and raise 

it in the meeting, rather than charging at it in a less calm environment.” 



 

“I find it best to encourage my manager to identify some key areas of responsibility for his junior – it might be to 

manage the farm dairy and keep grades out, or maintaining machinery.” 

To keep Thomas engaged in his role after two years as manager, Bill has offered him a 21% contract for next 

season, a natural step up.  

After more than a decade of employing staff, Bill believes the key element in any relationship is communication. 

“Too often, as farmers we have a very clear idea in our head about what we want, but we are not always the 

best at explaining that to whoever we are getting to do the job. I always tell my staff, if you don’t understand me, 

just ask again – I have never bollocked anyone for asking me to explain things again!” 

 

The staff perspective 

For Bill’s manager, Thomas Higgins, one of the biggest challenges is “getting inside the heads” of his junior 

staff to better understand their comprehension of the tasks before them. 

He contrasts the ability of his present farm assistant, Hamish, to understand verbal descriptions of tasks, 

against an earlier employee who was “more of a graphics and images” person. The challenge for Thomas is 

to understand those subtleties and adjust his communication methods accordingly. 

This is all part of the wide ranging responsibilities Bill has bestowed on someone he saw early on as a 

valuable, intelligent manager who has potential to go far within the industry.  

“Typically if you want to keep someone like this around, you really have to let them step up and take control, 

or they will find that elsewhere,” says Bill. 

For Thomas that responsibility ranges from deciding what cows to cull, to managing his junior staff members’ 

workloads and keeping their motivation up through the seasonal demands of dairying. 

“It is a case of finding areas they enjoy, and may show some skills in. My last farm assistant, he was a 

particularly good fencer, and we had him working on that when things were quieter. For Hamish, he is good 

with machinery, so that is an area he looks after,” says Thomas. 

However, Thomas also recognises a tendency for younger males to avoid jobs they may not understand or 

be as good at, and the need to challenge their thinking. 

“I guess with a science background (Bachelor of Applied Science from Massey) I understand the “why” 

behind what we do, like going to once-a-day milking or increasing supplement fed out.  

I have learned to challenge the younger guys, asking them to explain to me why they think we are doing 

something. It’s important so they understand and don’t just view it as a job to do.”  

When something may not have gone to plan, rather than tell his junior what it was, he lets them think through 

the process, and arrive in their own way at deciding where things have gone astray. 

To help develop their understanding, he also encourages his junior staff to complete a diary. Jobs are logged, 

rotation and events are recorded as a reference for both of them to come back to as needed. They begin to 

appreciate aspects like herd rotation from which dry matter assessment and understanding can come. 

“The key thing is that they realise what they are doing is important, and is important because there is some 

real science and reasoning behind the task, it is more than just a job.” 


